INVITATION

Hani El Sharkawi
Head of MODUL Career
MODUL University Vienna

requests the pleasure of the company of the members of the

CHS AlpAdria & Eastern Europe Chapter

to a lecture by

Michael Cortelletti
Owner, CO.TI Restaurants
Lecturer at MODUL University Vienna
President, CHS AlpAdria & Eastern Europe Chapter

"Business and ethics: a contradiction? Ethical challenges in the hospitality industry"

followed by a

cocktail reception

for CHS members only

Thursday, November 21st, 2013

Lecture: 5:00 pm – 6:30 pm
Cocktail Reception: 6:30 pm – 8:00 pm

Am Kahlenberg 1
1190 Vienna, Austria

Please respond directly to Hani

Email: Hani.elsharkawi@modul.ac.at
Phone: (+43) 1/320 35 55 210

Web: www.modul.ac.at; www.modulcareer.at
LOCATION

By public transport:
Take U4 to Heiligenstadt and then bus 38A all the way up to Kahlenberg or take tram 38A to Grinzing and change to bus 38A there. The bus stop at Kahlenberg is only 50 meters away from the university building.

NOTE: Make sure that you get on a bus direction either "Kahlenberg" or "Leopoldsberg". All other destinations are just partial routes of the 38A.

By car:
Drive to Grinzing, from there drive up Cobenzlgasse to Höhenstrasse which takes you all the way to Kahlenberg or if you want to take a short cut, you can also drive up Krapfenwaldgasse to Höhenstrasse. If your GPS tells you to drive up Kahlenberger Strasse, it is wrong!